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Double Z Fold – Vase Card 

 

SUPPLIES:  
Stamp Sets: 

Varied Vases Stamp Set (photopolymer 146644) 

 

Inks: 

Gorgeous Grape Classic Stampin’ Pad (147099) 

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink (132708) 

 

Paper (including cutting dimensions): 

Gingham Gala 6x6 Designer Series Paper (148554) – 2 ½” x 4” (x2), scrap 

Gorgeous Grape Cardstock (146987) – 4 ¼” x 11” 

Whisper White Thick Cardstock (140272) – 3” x 4”, 1” x 9 ½” 

 

Accessories: 

Vases Builder Punch (147040) 

Simply Scored (122334) 

Stampin' Dimensionals (104430) 

SNAIL Adhesive (104332) 

Bone Folder (102300) 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Score the Gorgeous Grape cardstock at 2 ¾” & 5 ½”. Fold the base in 

half and then fold the front flap back to create the Z fold.  

 

2. Score the long Whisper White strip at 2 ¾” & 5 ½”. Fold at the score 

lines to create a Z fold.  

 

3. Stamp the sentiment on the small section of the Whisper White Z fold using Gorgeous Grape ink.  

 

4. Adhere the Gingham Gala Designer Series Paper on the front and inside of your Gorgeous Grape base.  

 

5. Adhere the sentiment side of the Whisper White strip to the base. Then adhere the longer end of the 

Whisper White strip to the front of your card.  

 

6. Use the Vases Builder Punch to punch out the vases from the Gingham Gala scrap. Then stamp the vase 

outlines using Memento ink.  
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7. Stamp the scalloped stamp and flower outlines using Memento ink on the Whisper White piece. One tip 

here is to lay the vases upside down on the scalloped image. Then you can stamp the flower outlines in 

alignment with the vases without ruining your vase pieces.  

 

8. Stamp the flower fillers with Gorgeous Grape ink. You can use the stamp off technique to create darker and 

lighter flowers. To “stamp off” means to ink the stamp, then stamp the image on a scrap paper and 

immediately stamp again on the flower. This creates lighter stamping images.  

 

9. Adhere the vases on the Whisper White piece. Then adhere the white piece to the front of the card.   


